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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let d denote the class of functions that are analytic in U= {z: IzI < 1). 
In the sequel, we shall assume that p in d is normalized by p(0) = 1 and 
fin d is normalized by f(0) = f’(O) - 1 = 0. For a 2 b, p E d is said to be 
in P(a, 6) if 
IP(z)-al Gb (z E U). (1) 
Without loss of generality we can omit the trivial case p(z) = 1 and 
assume that 
(1 -ul <b. (2) 
The class P(a, b) has an alternate characterization in terms of subordina- 
tion. For f(z) and g(z) analytic in U, we say that f(z) is subordinate to 
*This work was completed while the second author was a Visiting Scholar at the 
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor. 
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g(z), written f<g, if there exists a Schwarz function w(z), w(0) = 0 and 
Iw(z)l < 1 in U, such that f(z) =g(w(z)). For real numbers A and B, 
-l<B<A<l,p~P[A,B]ifandonlyif 
l+Az 
PWl+Bz (z E U). 
The classes P(a, a) for a 2 4 and P[A, B] were studied by W. Janowski in 
[12, 131. 
We begin by stating a correspondence between P(a, b) and P[A, B]. 
Since the proof is essentially the same as that given in [23] for the special 
case p(z) = zf’(z)/f(z), it is omitted. 
LEMMA 1. (i) If-l<B<A<l, then 
P[A,B]rP 
l-AB A-B 
~ - 
(ii) Zfa>b>O, then 
P(u,b)=P L b2-u2+u l-u b ,b . I 
We denote the various subclasses formed by particular choices of p with 
parentheses if we are considering the values in the disc formulation and 
with brackets if we are considering the subordination formulation. Though 
our results are normally given in only one form, Lemma 1 illustrates how 
to convert to the other. Two choices for p(z) that have been studied exten- 
sively are p(z) =f’(z) and p(z) = zf’(z)/f(z). We use R(u, 6) and RCA, B] 
for the former and S(u, b) and S[A, B] for the latter. Thus, fis in R(u, b) 
if 
and is in S(u, b) if 
If’(z)-4 <b (ZE or) (4) 
(z E U). (5) 
A function that satisfies (4) or (5) in 111 <r < 1 is said to be in &(a, b) or 
S,(u, b), respectively. 
For a 2 b > 0 satisfying (2), we say j(z) = z + C,“= 2 u,z” is in T(a, b) if 
f2 (n-u+b) lu,l <b-I1 -4. (6) 
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In [2], R. Berman and H. Silverman showed that T(a, 6) E S(a, 6) for 
a > 1 in the special case that a, < 0. 
Finally, let S*(a) = S[ 1 - 2a, - 11, 0 < a < 1, and K denote the classes of 
starlike functions of order c( and convex functions, respectively. 
The classes R(a, 6) were studied by S. J. Tegeli and N. K. Thakare [24] 
while R. Goel and B. Mehrok [8] studied RCA, B]. Relationships between 
S[A, B] and K[A, B] = {f(z): z~‘ES[A, B]} were studied in [9, 231 
while coefficient bounds were obtained in [6]. For other results related to 
S(a, 6) or S[A, B], see [l, 5, 7, 251. 
In this note, we determine inclusion relationships between the classes 
and discuss how these classes are affected when acted upon by various 
linear operators. 
2. INCLUSION PROPERTIES 
Sharp coefficient bounds for S(a, 6) are found in [22] and for R(a, 6) in 
[3]. The maximum of the second coefficient for functions in S(a, 6) is 
(b2 - (1 - ~)~)/6 and for functions in R(a, 6) is (6’ - (1 - ~)~)/26. From (6) 
we see that the maximum of the second coefficient for functions in T(a, 6) 
is (6 - 11 - u1)/(2 -a + 6). Thus, S(u, 6) P R(u, 6) and s(u, 6) P T(u, 6) for 
all admissible a and 6. Further, for a > 1 and a > 6, T(a, 6) P R(u, 6). Note 
also that S(u,b)cS*(a-6) since {z: lz-ul <6>c {z:Rez>u-6). 
Next we determine values c for which T(u, 6) c S(u, c) and 
T(u, 6) c R(u, c). We make use of the following 
LEMMA 2. Letf(z) = z + C,“= 2 6,~” E d and suppose that 1 1 - al < 6 < a. 
(i) A sufficient condition for f to be in S,(u, b), 0 < r < 1, is that 
c m n-u+6 .Ib,lr” ‘61. j,=2b-ll-d 
(ii) A sufficient condition for f to be in R,(u, b), 0 < r < 1, is that 
Proof. If a d 1, then 
(1 -u)+C,“=2b,(n-u)z”-1 
1 +C;=26,z”-1 
~ 11 --al +x:,“=z lbnl (n-a)r”p’<b 
1-C,“=,Ib,,lr”~’ ’ ’ 
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For a> 1, S,(l, 1 - (a-b)) c S,(a, b) and the coefficient condition of (i) 
was shown in [21] to be suflicient for f to be in S,(l, 1 -a + b). For 
condition (ii), we note that If’(z) - a( = I(1 -a) + CzCz nb,z”- ‘1 d 
11-4 +C,“=zn lb,lr”-l<b. I 
THEOREM 1. For a and b real numbers satisfying 11 - aJ < b < a, 
T(a, 6) c T(a, c) c S(u, c) for a>cab (7) 
and 
T(a, b) = R(a, c) for a>c> 
2b-(a-b) 11 --al 
2-a+b ’ (8) 
All the contuinments are proper. The lower bound of (8) is best possible with 
extremal function f(z) =z + ((b - 11 -ul)/(2-a + b))z*. 
Proof If f(z)=z+C,“= 2 u,z” E T(u, b), then C2z2 (n - a + 6) Ian/ 6 
b- 11 --al. By Lemma 2(i), f E S,(u, c) = S(u, c) and T(a, c) c S(u, c). Since, 
for a>c>b>(l-al, (n-u+c)/(c-III-uI)Q(n-u+b)/(b-II-al) if 
and only if (c - b)(n - a + 11 -al) > 0, (7) follows. 
To prove (8), suppose f(z) = z + CFz2 a,z” E T(a, b). From (6), we have 
that 
(2-u+b) f b,l< f (n-u+b) Ju,/ <b-ll-ul 
n=2 “=2 
or 
b- 11 --a( 
2-a+b ’ 
Since 
nt2n /a,,/ =nt2(n-a+b) IanI +(a--b) f?, IanI 
n=2 
<(b-Ii-al)+(a-b) f 1% 
n=2 
whenever c > (26 - (a - 6) ) 1 - ul)/(2 - a + b), it follows from Lemma 2(ii) 
that f ER(u, c). 1 
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Let PE denote the class of polynomials of degree n that are normalized 
by p(O)=p’(O)- 1 =O. It is obvious that 
PZnnR(l, l)=PZnT(l, l)=Y)nS(l, l)=P*nS*(O). 
It is natural to ask if there are other n for which such equality holds. Along 
these lines, we have the following 
THEOREM 2. We have 
P3nnR(1, l)=S$nT(l, l)#P3nS(1, 1) 
and 
&nnR(l, l)#%n T(l, 1). 
Furthermore, for 11 - al < h < a and n > 3, 
p nR 
n 
( 
a 2b-(a-b) II-4 
3 
2-a+b 1 
# % n T(a, b). 
Proof. From (8) with a= b= 1, we know that g3n T(1, l)cP3n 
R( 1, 1). For p(z) = z + CZ* + dz3 E R( 1, I), c = 1~1 eiy, d= jd( eid and z = P, 
we have 
Ip’(e’*)- 11 = 12c+3deiel = 12 IcleiY+3 ldle’(“fO)j ~1. 
Choose 8 = 8, = y - 6. Then Ip’(e”O) - 1 I = 2 I cl + 3 IdI < 1 implies that 
p~T(1, 1). Therefore, P-nR(1, 1)=P3n7(l, 1). 
To see that ?J3 n T(1, 1) #P3 n S(1, l), it suffices to show that 
p(z) = z + iz” + /?iz’ E S( 1, 1) - T( 1, 1) for some real /I. Note first that 
p#T(l, 1) if $+3p>l, i.e., /3>$. For z=eiB, we know that 
e’*~‘@‘*) p-1 61 
p(e’*) 
if and only if 
g(B)=l+~cos8-38’-2/3 2 0. 
But g(0) B h(8) = $- 3f12 - 2/?(sin(28) - (sin e/3)) which attains its mini- 
mum when cos 8 = - 3 and sin 8 = - J5/3. Therefore, h(0) 2 f - 3p2 - 
10s $19 > 0 for /I < (J206 - 5 &)/27 RS $ + 0.0064. 
To see that S$nR(l, l)#P4nT(1, 1) we show that p(z)= 
z+(~~/6)iz*+(~/9)~~-(~/12)z~~(~~nRR(l, 1))-(94nT(1, 1))for l<a< 
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3/&q. S’ mce 2 I(a/6)il + 3 la/91 +4 /a/12) =a > 1, p# T(1, 1). On 
the other hand, for z = eie, [p’(z)- 11 =(a/3) IzI li+z-z21 =(a/3). 
J3 + 2(sin 0 - cos 0 - sin 20) which is maximized at 8 = 37114. Thus, 
Ip’(eie)- 11 <~.JZQi< 1 
for a$T$ 
and we conclude that p E R( l,l). 
To prove the last assertion, let q,,(z) = z + (2(b - 11 - al )/n(2 - a + b))z” 
for n 2 3. Then 
2 I4 + n I% = 
It follows from Lemma 2(ii) that 
2b-(u-b) 11 -uj 
On the other hand, qn $ T(u, b) because (2 -a + b) Ia21 + (n-u + b) IanI = 
b(u-b)(;-l/n)+(b-II-uj)>b-II-al. 1 
In [15], MacGregor used bounds on largf’(z)( and larg(f(z)/z)l for 
f~ R(l, 1) to show thatfmaps 1zJ < d$ onto a domain that is starlike with 
respect o the origin. Since the estimates used in the proof are precise only 
for the functions f(z) = z + uz’, Ial = i, which are starlike, it is noted that 
fi is not the radius of starlikeness for the class. Recently R. Fournier [4] 
proved that R(l, b) c S* = S*(O) if and only if b < <:. 
To find a relationship between R( 1, c) and S,(l, b), we use the following 
lemma of I. S. Jack [ll]. 
LEMMA A. Let w(z) be regular in the unit disc with w(0) = 0. Then if IwI 
attains its maximum value on the circle Iz( = r at a point z,, we can write 
Zl w’(z, I= kw(z, ), 
where k is real and k > 1. 
THEOREM 3. Iff~R(l, c), thenfES,(l, b)for 
b(2 + 6) 
‘=b(2+b)+c(l+b)’ 
Proof: Let f~ R(l, c) be such that f$ S( Lb). Since f~ R( 1, c), there 
exists a Schwarz function w(z), analytic in U with w(0) = 0 and-lw(z)l < 1 
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for z E U such that f’(z) = 1 + CM(Z). Furthermore, according to the well- 
known Noshiro-Warschawski Theorem [ 10, p. 881, f is univalent in U. 
Thus, f(z) # 0 for 0 < IzI < 1. Consequently, we may set 
zf'b) -= I+ bw,(z) 
f(z) 
(z E n 
where wr(z) is analytic in U and w,(O) = 0. Now we have 
z( 1 + cw(z)) 
z + c !G w(i) 4 
= 1 + bw,(z) 
from which it follows that 
(9) 
Since f 4 S(1, b), Iwr(z)l is not bounded above by 1 in U and we may 
choose [E U such that Iw,(<)l =max 1~1 c l5l Iwl(z)l = 1. Hence, Iwl(z)l < 1 
for (zl < 151. From Lemma A, we have 
bw,(t) + K 
bw,(t)+k+ 1 
1 + bw,(O 
.w;(t)=bw,(<). 1 +bw,(l) . 
Since 
min 
bi+k+l I I b+k+l b+2 ICI = 1 1 +bi = l+b %a 
we conclude that 
On the other hand, we have [17, p. 1683 that Iw(z)l < 1~1, ZE U, and 
Iw’(z)l d (1 - Iw(z)l’)/( 1 - 1~1~). Combining this with the observation that 
(1-~w(z)()/(1-c~w(z)~)~1 forO<c61 leads to 
czw’(z) 
I I 
d c I4 Iw’(z)l <c I4 (1 + lzl) _ c I4 
1 + cw(z) 1 -c Iw(z)l 1 - (212 1 - Iz( ’ 
Finally, 
c Izl b(2 + 6) 
-<1+6 
b(2 + b) 
1 - I4 
whenever IzI < 
b(2+b)+c(l+b)’ 
(11) 
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From (9), (lo), and (ll), we deduce that 1<1>(6(2+b)/(6(2+b)+ 
c( 1 + b))). Therefore, for Iz( < (b(2 + b)/(b(2 + b) + c( 1 + b))), we have 
[w,(z)/ < 1 and (5) is satisfied. 1 
3. BEHAVIOR UNDER VARIOUS OPERATORS 
Next we discuss the extent to which the defining properties of the four 
classes are either preserved or transformed under certain operators. 
Many of the operators commonly studied for class preservation proper- 
ties can be realized as convolutions under specified convex functions. By 
way of illustration, we offer two examples. 
The convolution of two power series f(z) = C,“=O a,z” and 
g(z) =Cp=,, b,z” is defined as the power series (f*g)(z) =C;So a,b,z”. 
For f(z) = z + C,“= 0 a,z” analytic in U, we define 
@7,(f)=+/z tY-tf(t) dt, Reb) > 0 (12) 
0 
and 
It is a simple observation that oy and a, are realized as f*h, and f*h2, 
respectively, where 
and 
h,(z) = h,(x, 2) = - llxlOg [ 1 E (log(l) = 0). 
The function h, was shown to be convex for Re(y) > 0 by St. Ruscheweyh 
[19] while h2 is well known to be convex in U. 
In [23], it was shown that S[A, B] and K[A, B] are preserved under 
convolution with convex functions which led to the conclusion that these 
classes are preserved under the operators given in (12) and (13). This 
method of proof takes care of all the operators in this class and, conse- 
quently, is much simpler than verifying that the resulting transformations 
satisfy the defining conditions in each individual case. The simplicity of the 
convolution approach is particularly underscored when one looks at the 
class RCA, B]. 
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THEOREM 4. Zfcp~KsK[l, -11 andf~R[A, B], then cp*f~R[A, B]. 
ProoJ It follows immediately from a result of St. 
T. Sheil-Small [20] that if cp E K and ge S*, then, 
1 +CF=i C,Z%&, 
(cp*&)(z) 
(cp*g)(z) 
is contained in the convex hull of 
Taking g(z) = z and F(z) = (1 + Aw(z))/( 1 + Bw(z)) 
w(0) = 0, /w(z)/ < 1 for z E V), we note that for cp E K, 
Ruscheweyh and 
for each F(z) = 
F( W 
(-l<B<A<l, 
For f~ RCA, B], f’ < (( 1 + Az)/(l + Bz)); that is, f’(z) = F(z) for some 
Schwarz function w(z). Then zF(z)=zf’(z) and, for cp E K, cp*zF/z= 
cp*zf’/z = z(q*f)‘/z = (cp*f)’ c D(A, B). Therefore, R[A, B] is preserved 
under convolution with convex functions. m 
COROLLARY. Iffy RCA, B], then so are a&j”) and O,(f). 
Proof. The operators Q,(f) and Q,(f) given by (12) and (13) are just 
two examples than can be realized as convolutions under specified convex 
functions. 
Remark. Using Lemma A, a direct proof that Qi, preserves RCA, B] 
was given by V. Kumar [14]. 
Next we consider operators that are convex combinations of expressions 
involving functions from the given classes. For f(z) = z + CrZT u,z” 
analytic in U and t > 0, we define 
A, (f) = (1 - 4 f(z) + W(z), ZE u. (14) 
As t goes from 0 to 1, we note that A( (f) goes fromf(z) to zf’(z). Thus, 
Ai (f) E S[A, B] if and only if A,, (f) E K[A, B]. 
It is known [18] that the sharp radius of convexity for 
is given by 
1 
rt = 
2t -I- qwzTT7’ 
(16) 
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Since A, (f) = F**f and ,!?[A, II] and RCA, B] are preserved under con- 
volution with convex functions, we can immediately conclude that A, (f) 
is in S,,[A, S] and AI (f)eR,,[A, B] whenever ~ES[A, B] and 
fE RCA 4, respectively. The analogous result also holds for the 
class K[A, B]. 
Note that neither T(a, b) nor R(a, 6) contains the function z/(1 -z). 
A consequence of our next theorem is that a larger bound than (16) may 
be found for the radius of convexity of AI (j) whenfis restricted to these 
classes. 
THEOREM 5. Suppose Yu,(z) = z + CrEq cn(t)zn, where t is real and 
{c,Jt)} is a sequence of real valuedfunctions satisfying cZ(t) z 1, c,(t) > 0, 
and ~,+~(t)<c~(t)c,(t) for n=2,3,.... Let G,(z)=f(z)* !Pu,(z) and 
r() = l/cz( t). 
(i) Iffy T(a, b), then G, E S,,,(a, 6). 
(ii) rff~ R(a, b), then G, E R,(a, 6). 
ProoJ (i) Withf(z) = z + C,“= Z u,zn, we take 6, = a,c,(t) in Lemma 2 
and set /a,/ = &((b - 11 - al)/(n -a + b)), where 0 < 1, < 1 and C,“= 2 2,~ 1. 
Now it suffices to show, for r 6 rO, that 
= ,fJ, A,c,(t)r”-’ < 1. 
The inequality follows if c,(t)rn- ’ is a decreasing function of n. This is 
equivalent to c,+ 1 (t)r”Qc,(t)r”-‘, or r<c,(t)/c,+,(t). But r< l/cl(t)< 
dtk + 1 (t) by hypothesis and the proof of (i) is complete. 
Since the proof of (ii) follows similarly upon application of Lemma 2(ii), 
it is omitted. 1 
For AI (f), t > 0, defined in (14) we have the following consequences of 
Theorem 5. 
COROLLARY 1. Zf f E T(a, b) and r. = l/( 1 + t), then AI (f) E S,,Ja, b). 
The result is sharp for a 3 1. 
COROLLARY 2. rff~ R(a, b) and r. = l/( 1 + t), then At (f) E R,&a, 6). 
The result is sharp for a = 1. 
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Proof: Both corollaries follow from Theorem 5 upon noting that 
c,(t) = (1 + t(n - 1)) satisfies the appropriate conditions. 
To see that the result of Corollary 1 is best possible for a >, 1, we note 
that f(z) = z - (( 1 - a + b)/(2 - c1+ h))z’ E Z(a, h) for a 3 1 and that 
lb/l\: (f)/A, (f))-al =b h w en z = l/( 1 + t). For sharpness in Corollary 2, 
when a = 1, consider g(z) = z + (b/2)z2. 1 
Finally, let g,(z) = z/( 1 - z)‘~ ‘@, 0 6 a < 1, the well-known extremal 
function for the class S*(E), and 
w)=s&)* f Lz”=j~;-lg.(i)di. 
n=l n 
For f(z) = z + C,“= 2 a,,~” analytic in U and t 3 0, let 
G,,,(z) = (1 - t) h,(z) + tg,(z) = z + f c,(t)zn, 
?I=2 
where 
c n (f)= Cb- l)t+ 11 n! . fi (k-2rx). k=2 
A computation shows that c,(t) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 5 if 
t > (c( + d-)/3( 1 - E) = CI~. This leads to 
COROLLARY 3. Suppose t 2 a0 and r,=min{l/((l-cc)(l+t)), l}. Zf 
f~ T(a, b), then f*G,,, E S,,(a, b). 
COROLLARY 4. Suppose t 3 a,, and r, = mini l/(( 1 - a)( 1 + t)), 1 }. Zf 
fe R(a, b), thenf*G,,ER,,(a, b). 
Remarks. (1) If c(, < t < a/(1 -a), which can occur when a =0 or 
CI > $, then r, = 1 in Corollaries 3 and 4. The conclusions then read 
f*G,,, E S(u, b) and f *Gt,, E R(u, b), respectively. 
(2) In the special case t = tl = 0, GoJz) is the identity function and 
Corollary 3 reduces to conclusion (7) of Theorem 1. 
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